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Author Marian Keyes has fans across the world
and a husband who adores her. So why is she
so depressed she can't eat, sleep or write a
word?
By Helen Weathers
Last updated at 4:30 PM on 07th January 2010

Plagued by the black dog: Marian Keyes revealed her illness in her newsletter

As best-selling author Marian Keyes says herself, it is tempting to ask exactly what she has got to be depressed about.
Especially, she acknowledges, in these hard economic times when there are 'people out there with real troubles'.
Indeed, who wouldn't wish to swap places with the 46-year-old chick-lit queen, who has sold more than 23million books in 17
years and whose 11th novel, The Brightest Star In The Sky, sailed into the Top Ten lists just before Christmas?
Wry, perceptive, charming, self-deprecating, popular, happily married and every bit as engaging as one of her flawed heroines,
Marian Keyes' achievements are enough to make those less talented feel depressed about their own lives.
A feeling that is perhaps best alleviated by picking up one of her pastel-hued, feel-good novels, such as This Charming Man or
Rachel's Holiday, which manage to tackle modern ailments such as addiction, broken hearts, abandonment, disappointment,
bereavement and, yes, depression, with compassion, humour and, above all, hope.
But, as she writes so despairingly in her January newsletter to her fans, that is what makes her sudden and unexpected descent
into the dark pit of this illness all the worse, rendering all that is good in her life utterly meaningless.
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All the plaudits, fan letters and riches her books have brought her - including a pied a terre in London and a house near the sea
in Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin, which she shares with her husband Tony Baines - offer no protection from this 'crippling' disease
she says is making her life 'hell'.
Just three months after greeting her fans in a newsletter with the words 'Ola, amigos' and fizzing about September being her
favourite month - because it's when she celebrates her birthday - not caring a jot about growing older and feeling warm at the
sight of winter boots in the shops, the 'black dog' has descended.
'I am very sorry but this is going to be a very short piece because I am laid low with crippling depression,' she writes on her
website, under the title Laid Low.
'Regular readers know that I've been prone to depression on and off over the years, but this is in a totally different league. This
is much worse.
'All I will say is that I'm aware that these are terrible times and that there are people out there who have been so ruined by the
current economic climate that they've lost the roof over their heads and every day is a battle for basic survival and I wish I could
take their pain away.
'But although I'm blessed enough to have a roof over my head, I still feel like I'm living in hell.
'I can't eat, I can't sleep, I can't write, I can't read, I can't talk to people. The worst thing is that I feel it will never end.
'I know lots of people don't believe it, but depression is an illness, but unlike say, a broken leg, you don't know when it'll get
better. So, amigos, I'm sorry to abandon you for the moment. Full service will be restored at some stage, I hope.'
No doubt this is a sentiment shared by her millions of world-wide fans (she is published in 33 languages), who have posted
countless messages of support on her website, and can't bear the thought that her latest book might turn out to be her last.

Bestellers: Three of Marian's chick-lit novels which have been sold world-wide

It is, perhaps, significant that though Marian, a recovering alcoholic, says she has suffered bouts of depression throughout her
life, it should return - worse than ever - in middle age.
According to a recent survey, more middle-aged women than ever have depression or anxiety.
A survey has revealed that a quarter of women aged between 45 and 54 have experienced some kind of 'common mental
disorder' - up a fifth from 1993.
Researchers put this down to the stresses of balancing home and work, caring for sick relatives and feelings of loneliness due to
childlessness, broken relationships or teenage children leaving home.
Then there are the hormonal changes that accompany the menopause.
On top of this, those who grew up in the Sixties are more likely than previous generations to feel they haven't made enough of
their lives or to feel unhappy with their ageing looks in our increasingly youth-obsessed society.
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'Women are more unhappy than previous generations, not because they are worse off, but because their expectations are
higher,' says Dr Andrew McCulloch, chief executive of the Mental Health Foundation Charity.
'There is an emptiness with this generation. We have a society that promotes the 20-year-old ideal of a bikini body, leaving older
women feeling redundant.

Support: Tony and Marian were friends for years before they got married

'This relentless bombardment of youth can make even the most sophisticated woman feel depressed.'
And it is the pressure of expectation - that of others and her own - which appears to be the main theme throughout Marian's
chequered life.
Born in Limerick, the eldest of five children, she once said she felt like an outsider and a 'weirdo' as a child. At 11, she says, she
felt oppressed by a feeling of 'screaming despair'.
'There was no big traumatic event,' she says. 'Being the self- obsessed type, I have gone over it with a fine toothcomb.
'I had a close family member who suffered from depression. And my parents came from very, very poor backgrounds. I wouldn't
say there was pressure put on me, but there was expectation.
'I was such a failure. I was locked into the whole idea of failure. It's the way I was born. I went grey at 12, my eyesight went at 17.
I've been a crock from very early on.
'I am prone to despair. We are all born with a particular personality. I get afraid and then I don't want to leave the house.'
Marian took refuge from her feelings of loneliness and despair in white wine. She admits she drank her way through a law
degree in Dublin. Despite her qualification, she moved to London to work as a waitress because she didn't feel she deserved a
well-paid career.
She began composing short stories - her only joy - while working in an accounts office, but her drinking came to a head when
she was 30 and she attempted suicide by taking an overdose of pills washed down with vodka.
A call to a friend saved her life, and her parents, who had been alerted, booked her into rehab.
When she came out, she wrote her first bestseller, Watermelon, even though she always said she had no intention of writing a
novel because 'it would take too long'.
Nevertheless, six months after her overdose, she had a three-book deal with an Irish publisher and a runaway success with her
debut.
She has not drunk alcohol since her stay in rehab, and one bestseller has followed another, though she has spoken of her
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constant fear that her talent will suddenly desert her.
'Having stopped drinking, I was no longer pouring a powerful depressant into my body. It was the nicest time of my life,' she
says.
'Everything seemed to be beautiful; it seemed to be summer for ever. I was 30 and had felt so old, and so black, in this little black
hole all my life, and suddenly I felt like a little flower.'

Marian insists her childlessness is not the cause of her depression, and says
she has come to terms with it
The same year she fell in love with her husband Tony Baines, now 47, a Cambridge graduate, who had been a friend and
admirer through the dark times of her life. He gave up his job in IT to become her full-time PA.
They do not have children. They tried, but it never happened. Marian insists her childlessness is not the cause of her
depression, saying she has come to terms with it.
'I've been so showered in life, beyond my wildest dreams, such as having a loving partner I never thought I'd have. It's nice not to
get everything. It's lovely to be cut down to size.'
Marian lists as her hobbies as reading, movies, shoes, handbags and feminism, but despite her success, she admits she is not
immune from the pressure society places on women to be young and thin.
She may have won awards for her fiction, Hollywood might have snapped up the rights to Rachel's Holiday, which begins filming
next year, while Lucy Sullivan Is Getting Married has been made into a 16-part TV series, but with each success the pressure of
expectation grows.
Indeed, she says she longs to be old so she can escape from it. 'For some reason, getting older doesn't make me miserable,' she
says in the September newsletter marking her 46th birthday.
'Bizarrely, I actually feel safer the older I get, like people will expect less from me, and I can become more and more invisible, yet
more and more eccentric.
'To be quite honest, I feel my ideal age will be 53 . . . I feel that by then all the shackles of society's expectations will have fallen
away from me and I will wear exactly what I want and not comb my hair. I tell you, I can't wait!'
And in an article she wrote for the Mail shortly after her birthday, she expanded on the relentless pressure she has always felt
about food, and how her low self-esteem has affected her body image.
'Here's how it is: I feel guilty about every single bite of food that goes into my mouth.
'No matter how little I eat in any one day, there's always a nagging feeling I could have tried harder, that I could have managed
on less.

Self-image: Marian says she feels guilty about 'every bite of food'

'I'm barely even conscious of these thoughts, they're just whispering away in the background, the malign soundtrack to my life.
'It's an appalling way to live, and if anyone else tried to control how much I ate, or mocked me as harshly as my inner critics do,
I'd give them short shrift.
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'(Although, in fact, it is people other than myself who are the instigators, but I'll get to that.) At one stage in my 20s, my hatred of
my body was so bad I actually wished - God, this is so shameful - I actually wished I had anorexia: a horrible, obsessive,
potentially fatal illness that destroys the quality of life of the sufferer and the people around them. But at least I'd have been thin.
'And the saddest part of it all was - and is - that I'm not alone. I've never met a woman who's delighted with her body.
'Everyone, even the most slender and cellulite-free, has a gripe - "a bit of a tummy", "boobs gone saggy". I think a lot of us
cover up the deeper issues of lack of self-confidence by making jokes about our bodies.
'Make no bones about it, this lifelong obsession that women develop is not just worrying, it's dangerous.
'And I lay the blame for it squarely at the door of magazines - and the disturbing images of starved, barely developed teenagers
whose bizarrely long thin limbs have been airbrushed and burnished and presented as the ideal they bombard us with.
'The message we receive over and over again is: This is the right way to look.
'We don't care what age you are, we don't care that you've had children, we don't care what sort of gene pool you're from, if you
don't look like this, you're a big, fat failure. I'll tell you what gives me comfort - another shameful admission - I love it when the
likes of Britney Spears suddenly blimp out.

'Shameful admission': Marian says she 'loves it' when stars such as Britney Spears, pictured right with sister Jamie Lynn, ''blimp
out' and put on weight

'Not because I wish her ill, in fact I have a lot of sympathy for her, but because it tears down the divide between us and them and
exposes the lies.
'This whole horrible business is so destructive that there have been times when I've actually cried in front of my mirror because
the image looking back at me was so different from the way it should have looked.
'And on a couple of really miserable occasions I've actually refused to go to a party because I felt too fat to be out in public.
'(And yet part of me knows I'm not fat, I'm just under nine stone and a size 10. Even at my tubbiest I was just over ten stone and a
size 14, hardly at the point where I needed to be cut out of the house and taken away on a flatbed truck.)
'You see, I'm better at standing up for myself when I feel thin. I take less nonsense from people. Feeling in control of my weight
and my appetite makes me brave and swaggery and "I'm as good as you".
'But most of the time, I don't feel thin, so I don't feel brave and swaggery. On the contrary. I believe that's the case for most
women.
'There we are, out in the world, living our lives, going to work, minding our children, dogged by an insidious sense of failing every
second of every day because we fall so far short of the idealised picture of womanhood.

'I believe depression sometimes the result of a chemical imbalance in your
brain and there are drugs to help you with that'
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'And this - surprise, surprise - affects our sense of what we deserve. There is a part of us that feels we shouldn't ask or
expect, because we are bad, fat, greedy girls.
'Pay rise? Promotion? More help with the children? No, there's no point asking, I'll just run four miles on the treadmill and skip my
dinner instead.'
Given the strength of those sentiments, it's hard not to conclude that Marian's depression is linked intrinsically to her own fragile
feelings of self-worth - and that, in turn, those feelings are governed to some degree by her own body image.
In the past, she has spoken of the benefit of medication and talking therapies to help her through these times of depression.
'I am a great believer in getting help, in the talking cure and the power of other people,' she said.
'I also believe depression is sometimes the result of a chemical imbalance in your brain and there are drugs to help with that.'
It also helps, she says, being kind to herself and having a lovely husband, who is so supportive.
Her life experiences - what she describes as 'this incredible database of pain' - have inspired her best-selling novels, enabling
her to connect with readers who identify with those universal themes she handles with a magical touch.
In all her novels, no matter what her characters have been through or suffered, she leaves the reader with hope, the possibility
of redemption and future happiness.
Her fans will wish the same for their favourite author.
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She is one of my favourite authors, her books are a joy to read. I'm really sorry to read about the depression she suffers from.
Depression can hit anyone, rich or poor, it doesn't matter how successful or fortunate you are.
I hope she comes through this and from a selfish point of view writes another amazing book!
- kitty, england, 08/1/2010 11:27
Click to rate

Rating 1

Report abuse
I read 'This Charming Man' out of recommendation and was glad I did. It's a very long novel and is more like three stories in one
with lots of detail with the three threads coming together in the end making everything much clearer. I had just left my ex
boyfriend who had signs of being dominating, even though I fought back, and the same signs were there in the bad guy.
- Teresa Lewis, Cardiff, UK, 08/1/2010 10:36
Click to rate
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Report abuse
Depression is no respecter of who you are or what you do. It's not a choice thing, it can take hold of anyone. Obviously all those
heartless people out there with their awful comments have never experienced it, so let's hope you do. It just might make you
more humble. As for Marian I wish her a speedy recovery from this latest bout
- DM Reader, Oxford, 08/1/2010 10:11
Click to rate
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Report abuse
Bottom line is: depression cannot be cured. I have accepted my fate and I have learned to deal with it in my own way. You just
need to come to terms with it, look forward and try to move on. It took me a whole lot of years to finally figure that out.
- KiKI, A, B, 7/1/2010 12:21
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For some people it cannot be cured only managed but for most depressed people it is temporary like catching a cold. It only
returns or gets worse because life has got harder for everyone and throws up different challenges as you get older. For them it's
more like a virus to which you can build immunity by understanding the causes and adjusting your life and for a small minority it's
more like a degenerating disease like arthritis.
- Teresa Lewis, Cardiff, UK, 08/1/2010 10:09
Click to rate
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@boil from London, everyone has to find their own cure for depression once they've discovered the reason. They do need to
persevere though as there is no instant cure; only instant temporary relief. Time does heal but not without a bit of effort. I got
over my last depression when I redecorated my living room with a new colour on the walls and carpet. The act of doing that and
the end result meant I wanted to spend more time at home and less with my very negative boyfriend at the time and one day
found myself needing to halve my medication as my head began to feel lighter.
- Teresa Lewis, Cardiff, UK, 08/1/2010 10:00
Click to rate
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I'm sick of these nags complaining, just kill yourself already and be done with it. Jason Hill, Bagdhad, Iraq, 08/1/2010 07:03
I know what she needs. Jason Hill, Bagdhad, Iraq, 08/1/2010 07
I know what you need Mr Hill, maybe it'll find you in Bagdhad [sic] What a nasty excuse for a man you are.
- Bob, At my computer, 08/1/2010 08:50
Click to rate
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